
When you think “dolls” and “18th century” at the
same time, chances are you imagine an English or

French wooden doll commissioned exclusively for
royalty and created one-by-one. You certainly don’t
consider a well-developed and competitive doll world in
which centuries-old firms created dolls and vied for
favor with the privileged classes. Yet two such doll
worlds did exist at that time. They are the ningyô dolls
of Japan and the character dolls of the Continental crib
scenes. Now a remarkable collection of these dolls, de-
accessioned from the Cleveland Museum of Art provides
today’s doll student an outstanding opportunity to
study, compare and, perhaps, own one or two.  

Although these dolls were created on opposite sides
of the world, and although at first glance they appear to
have little in common, in fact, they have an astonishing
number of similarities, ranging from historical
background to social context to production techniques.

By the late 1700’s Japanese dolls and Continental crib
dolls had been made for centuries, and dolls fr om well-
known and respected firms were anxiously awaited
and competed for each season by wealthy and socially
prominent families. Doll-making, a well-developed
industry in each of those worlds, had r eached new
heights, representing every aspect of everyday life and
customs. To own crib figures sculpted by Sammartino
or Vaccaro or to own a ningyô created by Nezumiya or
Tachibana was not only an esthetic delight of the
highest order, but a social statement of one’s
importance. Too, the makers competed for the favor of
the ruling class because to be deemed the
protégé of the emperor or king was to ensure
one’s status and success.

In both worlds, doll-making can trace its
roots to theatre and, particularly, to the
world of marionettes in its use of
common materials, production
techniques, costuming, and
especially in characterization of human
moods or depiction of legendary or
historical figures. 

Too, in both Eastern and Western
cultures, the development of these early
doll industries was closely related or
sprung from important festivals or
holidays. In European societies it was
Christmas, and in Japanese society it was 
Hina-matsuri and Tango-no-sekku, more
commonly known as Girl’s and Boy’s Day Festivals.
And yet, in both instances, although the festival
provided the initial impetus for the creation of the
dolls, it is also true that the dolls soon took on a

Among the rare Japanese ningyô
that were presented to the
Cleveland Museum of Art in 1916
are a grand-sized 37” Mitsuore
gosho-ningyô Palace Doll, circa
1800, along with two large gosho-
ningyô, miniature gosho-ningyô,
and rare mechanical Gosho on
mount. The ningyô will be
auctioned by Theriault’s on May
31, 2008 to benefit the CMA
Education department programs. 

The classic 9” standing Gosho
with posable arms has typical
large size head with wonderful
characterization. Mid-Edo Period. 

A grand-sized hina matsuri includes temple with textured roll-up
curtains and seats four figures. Sets as this, from the early 1800s,
tended toward a simple elegance as distinguished fr om the later sets,
which were embellished with a myriad of figures, furniture and
accessories. The set measures 41”w. x 28”h. x 22”d. and will be
auctioned by Theriault’s on May 31. continued on page 55
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creative and symbolic life of their own. In Italy and
Germany the Christmas crib scenes came to
incorporate far more than the actual manger scene,
but featured lay-outs of entire villages including
tradesmen, housewives, beggars, children and
noblemen, and many were left on display year
round; one collector has observed that it was not
unlike today’s train collector who creates an entire
lay-out of tracks, trains, peopled villages and
accessories.  In Japan the hina-matsuri in its
simplest form depicted an imperial lord and lady,
but could also be expanded to include ladies-in-
waiting, footmen, musicians, court ministers, and a
vast array of furniture, symbolic flowers, carriages
and other accessories that were artfully composed
miniaturizations of a real world. 

Yet, also, in both worlds, styles of dolls had
become particularized and regional characteristics
could be identified. In his early book, Dolls and
Puppets, Max Von Boehn describes the
sophistication of the crib dolls of Naples against the
folk charm of the wooden crib dolls of the Bavarian
and Austrian regions. In Sicily “a playful
temperament, artistic talents, bigotry, and an
inexhaustible imagination” were at work, while the
German examples represented “in the best sense of
the word, popular art”.  So, in Japan wer e their
regional differences. In Alan Scott Pate’s excellent
recently published book, Japanese Dolls, he tells of a
rare booklet, Onte asobi, published well over 150
years ago, which describes more than 146 Japanese
doll types then available, ranging from highly
refined artistic dolls to playful wooden dolls of
popular culture. 

In both societies, ningyô and crib dolls were
important symbols in defining social prominence. 
A gift of such a doll was a show of r espect. It is not
coincidental that the Japanese gosho-ningyô were
referred to as “palace dolls”. In their long and
storied history, many of these dolls were given as
gifts of tribute to visiting dignitaries to be pr eserved
in a place of honor in their home. Their symbolic
importance cannot be over-stated. In a similar vein,
Von Boehn writes, “The Christmas crib was a sport
in Naples to which all, high and low, from royalty
down, paid homage…Families were in the habit of

visiting each other’s cribs, some of which, it is
said, cost as much as 30,000 ducats”. 

Despite the apparent visual differences in
the early dolls of East and West, there were
great similarities in their production
techniques. Significantly, both made good use
of local materials, from the oyster-shell
finishes of the Japanese ningyô to the carved
wooden heads and bodies of the
German/Austrian dolls. Each also drew
upon the rich textiles available to them at the

time; the silks of the Japanese dolls ar e
unsurpassed, while the European crib dolls
benefitted from the skills of theatrical and liturgical
costume designers. For both East and West doll
makers, the industry was largely a cottage affair,

Crib dolls from
the Tyrol
(Austria/
Germany), made
of carved wood
with unique facial
characteristics
and sculpted
detail of hair; they
wear their
original costumes.
Early 19th
century. 

Outstanding wax portrait
with detailed carving of hair
and beard appear as almost
real. This rare early crib figure
is notable for his all-wooden
fully articulated body. Early
19th century.

The 14” carved wooden crib figure from
Tyrol (Austria/Germany) is notable his
realistic carving of facial features and
hair. His all-wooden body is articulated
at shoulders, elbows, hips and knees and
includes detail carving of boots. Early
19th century. 

A large 15”
carved wooden
man with detailed
stern visage has
richly sculpted
hair and
moustache. His
all-wooden body is
articulated at
shoulders, elbows,
hips and knees
and he wears his
original detailed
costume with
banner flag. Early
19th century. 

Preview continued from page 18
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although as time went on, there was more
separation of function, carving or modeling
by one artist, finishing by another,
costuming by yet a third group.  

Such early dolls present a wealth of
opportunity for collectors and it is
difficult to understand why they are
not more avidly sought. Actually there
are – and have been – important
collections of both. In his Japanese
Dolls, Pate includes a chapter on
pioneer 19th century Japanese
ningyô collectors. The famous
Japanese art export firm,
Yamanaka, included rare
ningyôs in their shipments to
London and New York, and in 1916 gifted a fine
collection to the education department of the r espected
Cleveland Museum of Art (photographs of which are
included in this article). Too, in Europe there are avid
private collectors of crib figures, as well as important
collections in museums highlighted by those in the
Bayerische Natural Museum in Munich. A collector’s
group, Friends of the Creche,
(www.friendsofthecreche.com) is open to interested
collectors and conducts annual conventions. 

Factors that may keep collectors away from these two
outstanding arenas include a previous lack of plentiful
reference materials to guide in identification. That fact
is still a deterrent for collecting crib dolls although
excellent references are now available for Japanese
dolls, particularly Ningyô and Japanese Dolls by Alan
Scott Pate, published by Tuttle). In a larger sense, there
is little understanding among today’s collectors how
the dolls fit into the ceremonial and everyday life of the
people who made and owned them. A lack of
understanding how to care for the dolls, what
preservation techniques to use, what restoration
possibilities are available and what is acceptable have
been previous barriers that now are hopefully
corrected. Other obstacles to the collecting of ningyô
and crib dolls have been psychological barriers
including language and the lack of identification
“markers” that make collecting an easy check list. Yet
some astute collectors find these “obstacles” to be the
very challenge and joy of collecting. 

Finally, an obstacle to collecting fine antique ningyô
and crib dolls is availability, for not many appear on the
marketplace. However, a de-accession of rare dolls in
both categories from the Cleveland Museum of Art
provides collectors with an outstanding opportunity;
the dolls are being sold for the benefit of the Museum’s
Education Department programs. They will be
auctioned by Theriault’s on May 31 in Chicago. Each of
the dolls shown in the accompanying photographs to
this article is included. For further information visit
www.theriaults.com and visit the auction site. For
further information call Theriault’s at 800-638-0422.
Absentee, telephone and live online bidding are
available if you cannot attend, although auctioneer and
company president, Stuart Holbrook urges collectors to
view these splendid and rare early dolls firsthand. 

Measuring a
tiny 5”-8”,
the trio of
poured wax
crib figures
are notable for
highly
characterized
facial features
and metallic
threaded silk
costumes
which are
original. 

The carved
wooden
gentlemen
depicting
prominent
village folk art
are notable for
their highly
characterized
features and
jointed necks,
allowing the
heads to tilt
up and down.
Early 19th
century. 

The most outstanding of cribs in early 19th century Germany
incorporated village scenes. Shown here is a 26”overall length
wooden carriage with painted decorations pulled by a pair of
decorated wooden horses, and carrying a carved wooden man
with carved beard in winter garb, and his driver . The detail of
characterization is outstanding as is the original costuming. 
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